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Introduction

Algorithm Testing

• Dose delivery validation is crucial during the commissioning of
new treatment techniques and new treatment units

• Comparison of large datasets associated with calculated dose
distributions and 3D dose measurements can be difficult
• The gamma comparison tool [1, 2] is commonly used to
compare 3D dose datasets, enabling quantitative analysis of
agreement between two dose distributions by combining dosedifference and distance-to-agreement criteria
• In this work, two independently developed 3D gamma
comparison algorithms (a SlicerRT [3] algorithm and an in-house
algorithm) were cross-validated and tested

Gamma Comparison

• SlicerRT gamma dose comparison tool results
were compared to results from an in-house
gamma algorithm implemented in Matlab
(via MatlabBridge in 3D Slicer)
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• Both point-to-point and interpolation-based gamma algorithms
[4] were tested
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Figure 1. Gamma distribution about the isocenter planes of the four field box
dataset (1 mm resolution)

• Two 3D datasets were used for cross-validation of the
algorithms:

• Perfect agreement was found between the gamma results
obtained using the point-to-point SlicerRT dose comparison tool
and our in-house point-to-point gamma algorithm implemented
in Matlab

1) Reference volume: Four field box, simulated using Eclipse
(1 mm resolution)
Evaluated volume: Modified four field box (1 mm res.)

• 85% of gamma voxels were found to
vary by less than ± 0.1 (Fig. 2) when
results from interpolation-based
SlicerRT and interpolation-based
Matlab gamma algorithms were
compared

2) Reference volume: VMAT plan calculated using Eclipse
(2 mm res.)
Evaluated volume: Dose calculated from optical CT gel
dosimeter measurement (0.5 mm res.)

• A 3D gamma comparison is performed using two dose
volumes: a reference volume, and an evaluated volume (which
is analyzed for agreement with the reference volume)

• In the equations below, quantifies the agreement at some
location, where
and
are vectors positions of the reference
and evaluated points,
and
are the reference and evaluated
doses, and
and
are the distance-to-agreement and
dose-difference criteria

Results

1) Simulated Four Field Box Dataset

• This result was anticipated, as choice of interpolation
parameters (i.e. sample step size) influences gamma results

Reference
volume

Four Field Box
Gel Dosimeter
Resolution
Pass Rate
Pass Rate
0.5 mm
89.9 %
97.1 %
1 mm
88.4 %
96.0 %
2 mm
86.4 %
90.0 %
3 mm
81.2 %
47.4 %
Table 1. Point-to-point algorithm pass rates for two test cases for a range of
resolutions. At finer resolutions, the evaluated distribution approaches a continuous
distribution, giving a gamma distributionFigure
approaching
the theoretical
minimum.
4.a.) Photo
of an irradiated
VMAT

Field modifications:
Field 1: Spatial shift (3 mm)
Evaluated
volume

Field 2: 8% increase in monitor units
Field 3: 45o dynamic wedge
Field 4: No change

prostate plan LCV micelle gel dosimeter
Gel Dosimeter
b.) Dose maps of one slice of the gel
Pass Rate
dosimeter imaged right after irradiation
Reference: Calculated(day
dose0) and 14, 45, and 120 days after
96.0 %
Evaluated: Measured irradiation
gel dose c.) Lateral profiles of the gel
Reference: Measured gel
dose
slices
(indicated
in Fig
91.1
% 4.b.) showing gel
Evaluated: Calculateddosimeter
dose
stability over the long term (>120
Table 2. Point-to-point algorithm passdays)
rates for the gel dosimeter case, with the
roles of reference and evaluated distributions exchanged. Noisy gel dosimeter
measurements yield a more forgiving comparison in the role of evaluated distribution
by providing a range of dose values in close spatial proximity to each reference point.

2) Dose Delivery to Fricke Gel Dosimeter Dataset
• Points in dose distributions are said to agree when

≤1

• The gamma pass rate is defined as the fraction of voxels in
some volume of interest where ≤ 1
• 3% and 3mm dose-difference and distance-to-agreement criteria
are used throughout this work
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Results from the gamma dose comparison tool in SlicerRT align
perfectly with our in-house point-to-point gamma algorithm,
allowing us to recommend the SlicerRT gamma tool as a robust,
convenient, and open-source alternative to custom software
We plan to develop a standard test dataset to perform similar
validation of 3D gamma algorithms at other clinics

